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MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Products: Welding Guage (WELDING ACESSORIES)

Inspection Kit

Kit Includes:
1. Single Purpose Hi-Lo Welding Gauge - Model: HL B004
2. Hi-Lo Welding Guage - Model: HL B002
3. Weld Bead Height Welding Seam Gap Ruler Gauge - Model: HJC40B
4. Cambridge Type Gauge - Model: CT-8
5. V-Wac Weld Gauge - Model: VWG
6. Automatic Weld Size Gauge - A.W.S.40
7. W.T.P.S. Gauge with Calibration Block - Model: W.T.P.S.7
8. Fillet Weld Gauge - Model: FWG-1
9. Skew-T Fillet Weld Gauge - Model: STFWG9C
10. External Micrometer - Model: EMM25
11. Engineer Scale Steel Ruler Square Eng - Rigid Blade - Model: SSR-150
12.Inspection Mirror 
13.Hand Magnifying - Model: HM60 

Brief Aluminium Case Type
Size: 430mm x 290mm x 35mm

Inspection Kit
Alignment, Measurement &
Weld Measuring Gauges
Model: IK-BACT13

Welders, CWI Inspectors, Instructors
Now You Can Design Your Inspection Tool Kit
Specify the tools you need from our catalog to suit your
particular needs and we’ll put them in kit form with your
own personalized nameplate.
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Hi-Lo Welding Gauge Hi-Lo Welding Gauge

Hi-Lo Welding Gauge
Model : HL B002

Single Purpose Hi-Lo Welding Gauge
Model : HL B004

V

>> Measure internal alignment of pipe after fir-up /
     alignment, cuts radiographic rejects.
>> Measure internal misalignment of pipe before
     and after tracking.
>> Measurements read in standard on one side
     and metric on the opposite site.

For quick steps check internal alignment
>> Unlock the retaining screw. Press the gauge
     legs beyond the barrel.
>> Insert the legs (wires) into the root gap space
     of the two pieces of pipe to be fitted.
     Turn the gauge 90°, being careful to apply a
     constant back pressure to the barrel.
>> Hold the gauge as square as possible with
     fitting to obtain an accurate reading.
     Lock the retaining screw. Reverse the 90°
     turn and remove.
     You’re now ready the increment opposite the
     red line.

Measure internal mismatch, pipe wall

Measure crown height

Measure scribe lines, weld fillet

Solid
Stainless Steel
Construction

>Changes from standard to metric,
  simply remove gauge body, turn
  scales over and replace body
>Measure internal misalignment
>Measure fit-up gap
>Measure bevel on end preparation
>Measure the crown height of welds
>Measure fillet weld size
>Measure scribe line, socket welds
>Can be calibrated to NBS standard

Viewing Window

Hi-Lo Welding Gauge Operation Guide

Measurements read
in standard one
side, and metric on
the opposite side.

MEASURES INTERNAL ALIGNMENT

of pipe after fit-up / alignment, cuts radiographic rejects.
Measures internal misalignment of pipe before and after tacking.



Cambridge Type Gauge

Cambridge Type Gauge
Model : CT-8

>> The guage  consists of four components:
     main scale, height gauge, undercut
     depth gauge and multiple-purpose gauge and
     is specially used for the measurement of the
     bevel angle, height, width, gap and undercut
     depth of weldment, suitable for the direction
     of boilers, bridges, ships, pressure vessels and
     oil pipes. It is made of stainless steel and is
     characterized by portable and compact
     structure, easy operation and wide application.

Skew-T Fillet Weld Gauge

>> Weld Gauge and Calculator Standard & Metric
>> Checking Angle of Vertical Member
>> Checking Weld Acute Side
>> Checking Weld Obtuse Side

Skew-T Filet Weld Gauge
Model : STFWG9C
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A handy compilation of mathematical relationships
between leg length, throats, skew angles and
inspection dimensions. A must for designers and
inspectors. The perfect companion to the
Skew-T Filler Weld Guage. 
(Gauge measures in Inches and Metric.)
Replaces all other sets of gauges used to measure
fillet or groove welds in skewed members or
members at 90 degrees.

Gauge with Pointer
Retracted

Checking Angle of
Vertical Member

Gauge with Pointer
Extended

Acute Side

90 Degrees Obtuse Side



Fillet Weld Gauge

Fillet Weld Gauge
Model : FWG-1

>> Fillet weld gauge allows fast, accurate measurement
     of seven (7) fillet weld size: 3.2mm - 4.8mm /
     7.9mm - 11.1mm / 9.5mm - 12.7mm /
     6.4mm - 15.9mm / 19.1mm - 22.2mm /
     22.2mm - 25.4mm / 19.1mm - 25.4mm their metric
     equivalents, to determine weld sizes, either concave
     or convex.
>> Each gauge blade is made of 1-1/4” x 4” cold rolled
     stainless steel to resists rust and bending.
     Blades are deburred to remove rough edges.
     All sizes and numerals are engraved into the surface
     for easier reading.
     The set of seven blades comes in a standard packing.

V-Wac Weld  Gauge

V-Wac Weld Gauge
Model : VWG5

>> Measure Undercut Depth - Set bottom of gage on
     base material. Set point on bottom of undercut.
     Read depth on scale at pointer. Locking screw
     can be tightened to hold reading for future reference.
>> Measure Crown Height - Set bottom of gage on
     base material. Set point on top of crown.
     Read height on scale at pointer. Locking screw
     can be tightened to hold reading for future reference.
>> Compare Porosity - Set either 1/8 inch or 1/16 inch
     hole in gage next to pore to be checked.
     Compare size of pore against gage.
>> Measure Weld Length - Set end of gage with scale
     along weld. Read amount of porosity in 1 linear inch.
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Measure Undercut Depth
Set bottom of gage on base material.
Set point on bottom of undercut.
Read depth on scale at pointer.
Locking screw can be tightened to hold
reading for future reference.

Measure Crown Height

Compare Porsity
Set either 1/8 inch or 1/16 inch
hole in gage next to pore to be checked.
Compare size of pore against gage.

Measure Weld Length
Set end of gage with scale along weld.
Read amount of porosity in 1 linear inch.

Set bottom of gage on base material.
Set point on top of crown.
Read height on scale at pointer.
Locking screw can be
tightened to hold reading for future reference.

Gauge blade must be �ush to the base
material with the tip touching the vertical
member. Use the single arc corners for
measuring CONVEX welds. Use the double
arc corners for determining if the welds are
concave, (undersize). If they are, more �ller
material is required to build weld throat to
the size where the tip between the double
arcs touch.
Place single arc edge �ush to base material
so blade tip touches vertical member if tip
touches the vertical member, the weld size
is indicated.

Place double arc edge �ush to the base
material so tip touches vertical member.
If the tip between the double arc touches
the centre of the weld, the weld is the
pro�le desired and is the size indicated.

Each gauge blade is made of 1-1/4” x 4” cold rolled stainless
steel to resists rust and bending. Blades are deburred to remove
rough edges. All sizes and numerals are engraved into the
surface for easier reading. The set of seven blades comes in a
standard packing.



Automatic Weld Size Gauge

Automatic Weld Size Gauge
Model : A.W.S..40

>> Accurate Calibration of Butt and Fillet Type Welds.
     The new improved A.W.S Gauge shown above it is
     possible to meet specifications of butt and fillet
     type welds.
     New redesigned instrument is pocket sized and
     easy to operate, new feature includes thumb screw
     which replaces old hard to operate rivet type.

W.T.P.S. Gauge with Calibration Block

W.T.P.S. Gauge with Calibration Block
Model : W.T.P.S.7
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W.T.P.S Gauge with Calibration Block

American Welding Society Structural Welding
Code D 1.1 Paragraph 9.25 Quality of
Welds 9.25.1.5 “Undercut shall be no more than
.010 in. (0.25mm) deep when the weld is
transverse to the primary stress in the part that
is undercut.”

From W.T.P.S. Gauge is precision made from
stainless steel all marking and dimensions are
chemically etched for ease and clarity when
reading.

Gauge set comes with a precision ground
calibration block as shown below, each block
has been surface ground to .0005 tolerance for
exceptional accuracy.

Tolerances ± .0005

Tolerances ± .0005

Part No. Description
W.T.P.S. 7 Standard Gauge

Gauge is made of stainless steel

How do you measure undercut .010 deep?



Weld Bead Height Welding Seam Gao Ruler Gauge

Weld Bead Height Welding
Seam Gap Ruler Gauge
Model : HJC40B 

External Micrometer
Model : EMM25

Measuring Range: 0-25mm
Graduation: 0.01mm

External Micrometer
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The Multifunction ruler is used to
measure the height of butt weld bead.
The value indicated by the multifunction
ruler on the main scale is the butt weld
bead height.

This ruler is composed mainly of main scale,
slider and multifunction ruler. It is a welding
inspection tool used to inspect weldment
groove angle, weld bead height, gap betwen
weldments and welding plate thickness.
It is suitable for inspecting the welding
quality in boiler, bridge, chemical
engineering machinery, shipbuilding
and pressure vessel. The ruler is made of
stainless steel and is featured withcompact
structure, beautiful appearance and
convenient on using.

>> Spring tempered rigid steel blade 150mm(6”)
>> Scale type matrix and inch
>> Length 150mm (6”)

>> Enamelled frame external micrometers with enamelled frame and
     tungsten carbide tipped anvils.
>> High quality fitted metal case with adjusting spanner.
>> Size: 0-25mm and over supplied with setting standard.
     Manufactured to BS 870

>> Telescopic shaft inspection mirror
>> Ball and socket universally positional joint, holds the high grade
     distortion free mirror at any angle.
>> Chrome plated high polish finish telescopic shafts.

>> Plastic lightweight magnifiers.
>> Used to provide a clear crisp enlarged image.
>> Used for inspection of finished parts, enlarging small text and
     picture etc.

The slider is used to measure the fillet
weld bead height. The value indicated
by the slider on the main scale is the
fillet weld bead height

Chart Two

Chart Three

The Multifunction ruler is used to
measure the fillet weld bead height.
The value indicated by the multifunction
ruler on the main scale is the fillet weld
bead height.

Chart Four

The slider is used to measure the butt
weld bead height. The value indicated
by the slider on the main scale is the
weld bead height.

Measuring 45° weld bead height:
The value indicated by the slider on the
main scale is the 45° fillet weld height.

Chart Five

Chart Six

Measuring weldment groove angle:
The value indicated by the multifunction
ruler on the main scale is the weldment
groove angle.

Chart Seven

100°

Measuring weldment gap: Insert the
gap ruler of the multifunction ruler into
the gap between weldments and read
directly the gap.

Chart Eight

Maintenance Method:
>> The welding inspection ruler shall not be piled together with other tools, in case the ruler is deformed and scratched, causing blur
      scale and reducing precision.
>> Do not wipe the scale with amy accetate.
>> The gap ruler on the multifunction ruler shall not be used as screwdriver.

Measurement Item

Weldment Thickness
Multifunction Ruler
Slider
Welding Bead Height
Welding Seam Gap
Weldment Groove
Angle

Range

0-40
0-20
0-20
1-3

0°-90°

Indicating
Allowance

(mm)
±0.2
±0.3
±0.2
±0.2

±30’

The scale at the edge of the main scale
can be used to measure plate thickness
between 0-40mm like a straight steel
ruler.

See following table for the usage of the
ruler, measuring range and technical
parameters.

Chart One

Engineer Scale Steel Ruler
Square End - Rigid Blade
Model : SSR-150

Engineer Scale Steel Ruler

Inspection Mirror
Model : IM2550

Length Closed: 180mm
Length Open: 500mm
Mirror Dia.: 25mm x 50mm

Inspection Mirror

Hand Magnifying
Model : HM60

Diameter: 60mm
Lenght: 150mm (6”)

Hand Magnifying
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